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NORTH LANARKSHIRE COUNCIL 
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SUBJECT: 
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Multi-StoreysMgh Rise Blocks 

TO: HOUSING COMMITTEE 

FROM: DIRECTOR OF HOUSING 
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Introduction 

The purpose of this report is to advise Committee on the cyclic maintenance/sampling, testing and 
analysis regime which is in place in respect of drinking water delivered to cold sink unit taps in 
properties within multi-storeyshigh rise blocks. 

Background 

Within the Housing Department’s bulk tender contracts for South district and NortWCentral districts 
under the Tower Services section, provision has been made for regular cyclic maintenance to multi- 
storeyskigh rise block pumps which also includes for cleaning and chlorination of the main holding 
water storage tanks. 

Procedures in place in respect of water sampling, testing and analysis 

It is imperative that residents receive a wholesome drinking water supply from the cold sink unit taps 
and that the regime for sampling, testing and analysis of water supplies is sufficiently robust to 
identify and deal with any potential adverse results. The water sample analysis is undertaken by 
approved laboratories. The Housing Department samples are currently analysed by Glasgow City 
Council’s Environmental Scientific Services. 

To ensure a co-ordinated and cost-effective approach was being adopted, guidance was sought from 
the Council’s own Environmental Services Department. 

The Environmental Services Department advise that they have a statutory duty to carry out sampling, 
testing and analysis of drinking water supplies delivered at cold sink unit taps to all types of 
properties including multi-storeyshgh rise blocks and that they have a regime in place whereby a 
programme of random sampling of water supplies to various properties is ongoing. 

The Housing Department, upon advice from the Council’s own Environmental Services Department 
and Glasgow City Council’s Environmental Scientific Services, undertake yearly sampling, testing 
and analysis of drinking water supplies contained within main holding water storage tanks which are 
located adjacent to associated equipment such as pumps and pressure vessels in basements or 
purpose-built pump houses. The analysis undertaken ensures that the drinking water at source is 
wholesome and mirrors that of the Council’s own Environmental Services Department for drinking 
water sample analysis taken from cold sink unit taps. 
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The analysis of the drinking water samples covers chemical testing and bacteriological testing. 

Actions taken in respect of any failed water sample results. 

As mentioned previously, the Housing Department, as a part of the bulk tender contracts, operates a 
cyclic maintenance regime for the yearly cleaning, chlorination and sampling/analysis of drinking 
water supplies held within main holding water storage tanks. To date, there has never been a failed 
result in respect of the water held within main holding water storage tanks.  

With regard to the Council’s own Environmental Services Department’s programme of random 
sampling, testing and analysis of drinking water delivered at cold sink unit taps, both the Housing 
Department and the Environmental Services Department liaise closely and, in the event of any 
failures, operate a fast track procedure whereby they are dealt with on the same day as reported. 

In addition, in terms of reducing the possibility of failures and improving the quality and pressure of 
water, the Housing Department has, where the supplies are not direct from the main storage tank 
instigated a programme to alter the pipework in order that a direct drinking water supply is provided 
to each flat from the main storage tank. The first five towers have been completed, with fifteen towers 
still requiring to be re-piped and it is proposed to carry out this work during the next year. 

Financial implications 

The costs for the regime of sampling, testing and analysis of drinking water held within main holding 
water storage t anks  are contained within the Housing Department’s bulk tender contracts. The 
estimated cost of the repiping work in the remainpg 15 towers is E400,OOO and it is proposed to fund 
this work on a phased basis from the current years Capital Programme with the balance being funded 
from the 1999/2000 Capital Programme within the South District, Major Repairs heading of the 
budget. 

Recommendations 

It is recommended that Committee: 

(a) notes the procedures in place to ensure the delivery of a wholesome drinking water 
supplied to cold sink unit taps in multi-storeysfigh rise blocks and 

(b) notes the action taken to alter pipework in certain multi-storeysfigh rise blocks to ensure a 
direct supply from the main storage tank. 

Background 

Background papers are available within the Housing Department. 

avin Whitefield 
Director of Housing 


